**MUSEUM IN A MINUTE**

**THURSDAY ART PLAY: NEST HELPERS**

The artist Björn Braun collaborates with birds. He provides colorful materials to help birds build their nests. Let's do the same by building a nest helper!

Gather and cut fabric scraps + ribbon from around the house. Cut recycled cardboard into a rectangle. Fold in half + cut long slits across (be careful NOT to cut all the way to the end). Weave fabric scraps under the cut lines. Leave lots of loose materials for birds to easily pull. The messier the better. Tape string to the top. Hang your nest helper from a tree or window and wait for birds to drop by.

**WHAT YOU WILL NEED**

- Scissors
- Tape
- Recycled fabric
- Ribbon/String
- Recycled paper or cardboard

*Keep an eye out for colorful nests in your neighborhood + know that you helped contribute to their home!*

---

_THURSDAY ART PLAY USES CREATIVE PLAY AND EXPLORATORY ART MAKING TO EXCITE AND EDUCATE OUR YOUNGEST LEARNERS._